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Diving Right In

As a  fresher  in  6th grade,  I  sometimes find myself  wondering,  “Why is  our
school the way it is? And how has it become this way?”

This newsletter gave me the opportunity to explore my question,  so I dived
right in. As our school is based on the vision of J. Krishnamurti, I wanted to find
out what his idea of a good school was, and what his vision of a school was.

To find out what J. Krishnamurti’s intent was, I decided to interview Padmapriya
akka. I went to her office and asked her about JK’s motivation in starting his 
schools. She told me that he had wanted to start schools to create a place 
where kids would not be conditioned or told to follow certain things or to live a 
certain way. He wanted school to be a place where children should be allowed to 
think for themselves and question what they should do and why they should do 
it. He thought it is important to develop a good mind. JK also felt that children 
should be sensitive in life and should observe their actions and their words. 
Being sensitive also means not doing or saying things unconsciously.
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As I started to get the answer to my first question, another one came to my
mind. If conditioning can influence us,  then how do we avoid conditioning, or
become  unconditioned?  JK  said,  “Freedom  from  conditioning  and  its  misery
begins with awareness.” According to Milind sir, if we look at our own selves, we
will understand what we are feeling, and will not let feelings like anger, hate,
and jealousy overpower us or make us hurt people. KFI schools are located in
isolated  and  green  places  so  that  kids  can  learn  about  life  and  discover
themselves away from the ruckus and rush of cities.

As quite a few people had told me that KFI schools give a lot of freedom, I
wanted to find out what JK himself had said about it, and for that I read a
little book on Freedom by JK himself. He says, “True freedom can only come
with order.” Everyone has to find order for themselves. He explains what it
means to be orderly – to be kind, generous, and unafraid. The discovery of all
that  leads  to  order.  And  if  you  have  freedom  with  order,  you  will  be
considerate, you will listen, you will come to class regularly and will study, not
because someone is telling you to, but because you will be so alive you will want
to do things rightly.

After this journey into JK’s vision, I think I have understood a part of the
reason why J. Krishnamurti wanted to start schools. It was to help the young
understand themselves and deal  with feelings like hurt,  ambition,  anger,  and
pleasure, in a world of chaos, comparison, and confusion.

Reported by Yuana Garg

******

Serving by Preserving

Sahyadri is a place where there is diversity in culture and wildlife. To preserve
the wildlife around the school, Sahyadri is working on sustainable development.
The idea of sustainable development had always been there, since the school
was built. The founder of the school, J. Krishnamurti, wanted students to be
aware of their natural environment, so that they could feel their connection to
it, help each other, and create awareness. This kind of learning would not be
possible if Sahyadri was not a diverse place.
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The  people  who  are  in  charge  of  the  ESD  (Education  for  Sustainable
Development) project are Sarat sir,  Shrinidhi  sir,  Pradnya akka,  Reena akka,
Milind sir, Deepa akka, Ksheeraja, and Gorak Demodia. The team is currently
focusing on three aspects of sustainable development: food, shelter and waste
management.

ESD Board 

Sahyadri  School  has  started  natural  farming  to  produce  its  own  food.  The
advantages of natural farming are that you can reuse the soil again and again,
and your food is healthier and more nutritious. Farming in Sahyadri is helping
some of the villagers around the school to earn a living. It is also being done in a
diversified way, so that if one type of crop is being affected by a disease, other
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crops won’t be harmed. I remember Milind sir saying, “Greater diversity equals
more stability.”

These days, houses have become rectangular blocks of cement and brick. Using
cement and brick is harmful because the process of making, transporting, and
using it pollutes the environment a lot. Sahyadri has made structures out of
natural  materials  such  as  bamboo.  Using  natural  material  helps  decrease
pollution.  Also,  bamboo  grows  very  fast,  taking  about  three  years  to  grow.
Structures with bamboo are very strong and good examples of these structures
in Sahyadri are the Bamboo Hall which is on top of the 11th-12th cluster, the
Hawa Mahal, which is on top of the staff room, and the new toilets near the
junior cluster.

Waste segregation unit opposite Torna dorm

There are three waste management stations in  Sahyadri.  These are located
behind Himadri,  in  front  of Jaintia,  and in  front  of  the Medical  Unit.  Each
station  has  multiple  dustbins  for  segregating  the  material  of  the  waste
properly, so that some of the waste can be reused. Dustbins for segregating
waste  are  also  found  in  each  dorm,  and  the  students  who  live  in  the  dorm
transfer the waste that gathers over the week into the dustbins of the waste
management station.
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The waste water management system in Sahyadri recycles flushed toilet water
which,  after  it  is  recycled,  is  used  for  watering  plants.  The  waste  water
management site is behind Krishna and Kaveri dorms.

Waste water management system on campus

At an individual level, many people on campus are helping in the ESD project by
making the effort to segregate their waste while disposing it, and by saving
water while washing dishes, brushing teeth, washing hands, or bathing.

Sahyadri plans to work towards Sustainable Development by adding more solar
panels on top of rooftops, making more structures with natural materials, and
sewing clothes on campus.

Solar panels on the senior dorms 

Writing this new report has helped me understand the school better, thanks to
Milind sir and Sarat sir, who provided me with information.
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Nothing lasts forever, and this is what makes things so special. To help preserve
life on earth until it is meant to die, we at Sahyadri are working on sustainable
development. 

Reported by Punol Pazo

******

Of Tweets and Chirps

Vihaan: When I was gifted binoculars and a book of birds for my ninth birthday,
I knew this was the opportunity I was waiting for. When I came to Sahyadri, I
could practise birdwatching! 

Krithi: When I wake up in the morning in Phalguni, I hear the sweet voice of the
iora. My English teacher, Anjali akka, first helped me identify birds on a Sunday
morning this term. From that day, I got interested in birds and birdwatching. I
like all the birds; each one has its own beauty, its own delightful call. When I
look at birds, I get a pleasant feeling. Sometimes it is difficult to find them,
but I guess that adds to the fun. 

Tree Pipit   Red-naped Ibis

Sahyadri  has several  areas where birdwatching is possible.  One of the most
common and possibly the best place in Sahyadri to see rare and exciting birds is
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the parikrama from Chinar to Dhobi Ghat. Many students and teachers watch
birds very intently and have seen rare birds such as the Amur falcon and the
changeable hawk eagle.

 

Orange-headed Thrush   Changeable Hawk Eagle

When  you  go  on  the  Parikrama,  you  hear  the  familiar  ‘twit-tut-woo’  of  the
commonly  seen  red-vented  bulbul,  the  cousin  of  the  not-so-common  red-
whiskered bulbul. Another bird that hangs around the parikrama is the jungle
babbler, which is usually seen in a large flock. If you hear a steady, rhythmic
‘oo-oo-oo’ then you know it’s the coppersmith barbet — commonly heard, though
it’s  not  so  commonly  seen!  A  bird  which  is  more  commonly  seen  in  the
undergrowth is the jungle bush quail, which makes a distinct ‘frrrr’ sound when
it suddenly takes flight. The Indian robin, a bird with a rust-coloured patch
under its  tail,  is  found everywhere,  from trees up high to the ground down
below. Other birds that are very common in Sahyadri are the Indian white eyes,
large-billed crows, dusky crag martins, house sparrows, laughing doves, and so
on.

Other birds that are also frequently seen but not in as large numbers include:
greater coucals, purple sunbirds, purple rumped sunbirds, peacocks, and white-
throated kingfishers. Several species of prinias are seen too, such as the plain
prinia, the gray-breasted prinia, the ashy prinia, and the jungle prinia. These
birds can be spotted any time you go out birdwatching.
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Northern Pintail

The birds  you  get  to see  somewhat  less  frequently  are  small  minivets,  long
tailed shrikes, Asian koels, black drongos, common ioras, spot-breasted fantails,
Tickell’s blue flycatchers, and large gray babblers. You may see these sometime
or the other, but not necessarily every day.

Birds that are spotted occasionally include scimitar babblers,  spotted doves,
ashy drongos, as well as raptors such as oriental honey buzzards, black-winged
kites,  shikras,  and kestrels.  Among the birds  that  are occasionally  seen are
golden orioles, orange-headed thrushes, Indian blackbirds, red spurfowl, black-
headed cuckooshrikes, Indian paradise flycatchers, and blue rock thrushes. On
11th March, a rosy starling was spotted on the semal by the Dhobi Ghat. Birds
jump categories at times, and in May 2022, two orange-headed thrushes and the
golden oriole have been seen more often,  moving around the campus,  singing
loudly.

In March,  the semal  has attractive bright red flowers,  which attract house
crows  and  sunbirds.  The  Indian  coral  hosts  many  birds  such  as  white  eyes,
cinereous  tits,  tawny  bellied  babblers,  prinias,  sunbirds,  yellow-throated
sparrows, and the golden oriole.

Certain birds are found in specific  locations.  On Python hill,  apart from the
raptors, one sees crested buntings, drongos, and pipits. At times, the Bonelli’s
eagle has been seen here too.
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Different kinds of babblers are found in Sahyadri: the jungle babbler, the large
grey babbler, the scimitar babbler, the tawny bellied babbler, and the yellow-
eyed babbler. Different species of cuckoos appear in the monsoon: the grey-
bellied  cuckoo,  the  hawk  cuckoo,  and  the  pied  crested  cuckoo.  During  the
monsoon of 2021, the common cuckoo and the lesser cuckoo also showed up at
Sahyadri.

Now, it is summer, and the birds that are expected to show up any day are the
pied crested cuckoo that brings in the monsoon, and the grey-bellied cuckoo.
The common hawk cuckoo or brainfever bird is already heard calling at times.
The monsoon also brings the scaly-breasted munia and the silverbills.

Spot-billed Duck 

Migration  is  the  prolonged  movement  of  birds  from  one  place  to  another,
involving regular outward and return movements. Birds find their way, guided by
the Earth’s magnetic field. The Amur falcons are passage migrants. They come
in  a  flock  for  three  or  four  days,  then  continue  their  journey.  Coming  to
Sahyadri  in  the  winter  is  a  great  idea  if  you  want  to  see  migratory  birds.
Starting  in  October,  the  common  chiffchaff,  Sykes’s  warbler,  Blyth’s  reed
warbler, Tytler’s warbler, the greenish warbler, the booted warbler, and the
sulphur-bellied  warbler  can  be  seen.  The  paradise  flycatchers  too  arrive  in
October. They are still here in March this year. Other migratory birds found
here in winter include the black redstart, and the red-breasted flycatcher.
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The population and diversity of birds at Sahyadri has been increasing steadily
over the years. When the school started, in 1995, there were only owls to be
seen, as there was just one tree. As trees got planted and grew, many new birds
kept  coming.  The  shrikes,  babblers,  bulbuls,  and  prinias  could  be  seen  in
Sahyadri even twenty years ago. About eight years ago, the first coppersmith
barbet  was  seen,  and  at  about  the  same  time,  the  first  scimitar  babblers
appeared. The koel, the blackbird, and the orange headed thrush, were spotted
on campus only in the last year or two. In May, a few grey hornbills have been
seen  on  campus  for  the  first  time!  The  white  cheeked  barbet  puts  in  an
appearance now and again.

If you want to be an organized birdwatcher and see all these amazing birds, it is
highly recommended that you carry binoculars, as moving closer causes birds to
fly away. A notebook and pen is also very useful for noting down the different
birds you see, as well as some observations. And the most important rule of all—
silence. It’s not helpful if you talk too much or step loudly while birdwatching.
Also, do not wear bright clothes or make sudden movements.

Scaly-breasted Munia           Greater Coucal

A question many people ask is, “How do you tell one bird apart from the other?”
To do that, you have to notice the key features of the bird, which are: the
wings, beak, plumage, size, colour, and of course, the call. For example, to tell
the difference between warblers is very difficult because all of them look very
similar. Their wings, beak, plumage, size, and colour have only small differences.
The best way to distinguish them is by their calls. Each warbler has a different
call. 
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When did birdwatching start in Sahyadri? Nobody quite remembers, but over
twenty years ago, a Life Science teacher named B. Smitha started a Nature
club,  and  took  children  birdwatching.  Around  2003,  when  she  left  school,
Prabhat sir continued the Nature club for a number of years. When he left,
Reena akka took charge of the club. In 2021, Anjali akka too has been taking
children  out  for  birdwatching  on  Sunday  mornings.  Priyadharshni  akka,  Mira
akka, Madhavi akka, Sarat sir, and Shrinidhi sir also enjoy birdwatching.

Birdwatching is delightful. Data about the birds of Sahyadri is being uploaded
to a website called eBird, which collects data about local birds from all over the
world. This is a form of citizen science.

Krithi: When I go birdwatching, I see many birds, and at times, questions arise
in my mind. The question which came to my mind recently was: where do birds
build their nests? There are so many birds, and you can only see two or three
nests. I have just started my journey with birds, and am looking forward to
learning more about them.

Reported by Vihaan, Krithi, and Disha

******

Running Wild in Sahyadri

I spoke with Reena akka, Anjali akka, and Sachin sir about the animals they have
seen in Sahyadri.

Sambar deer have been spotted twice on the parikrama beyond dhobi ghat. Both
times,  the  deer  was  seen  rising  from  the  ground,  where  it  may  have  been
resting. The first one, hearing footsteps, sprang up, ran along the parikrama,
and jumped over the fence onto the slopes. The second one was seen in the
Northern corner of the parikrama. It scrambled up and fled into the gliricidia
forest.
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A jackal on the slopes of Python hill

Jackals are most often seen on Python hill. A couple of years ago, while they
were birdwatching on Python hill one morning, Reena akka and Anjali akka saw a
jackal  crossing  the  hill.  Since  then,  jackals  have  been  spotted  there  half  a
dozen times, early in the morning or late in the evening. Reena akka saw one in
the mango orchard on 1st March, 2022, in the evening.

A wild boar was seen a few years back, while walking in the evening. It was
crossing the road between the first and second gates of the school.

Wild hares have been spotted now and then. They were recently seen at the
Study Centre, behind Jaintia, and on the parikrama near Naval Veerayatan.

Mongoose can be spotted anywhere, anytime. They are strong and healthy.
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Sachin sir was walking near Jaintia when he heard the phone ringing in his house
and answered it. Akshay sir told him not to go out because there was a snake
outside  his  house,  but  sir  went  outside  and  saw  a  big  Russell’s  viper.  The
security guard came, but he had difficulty picking it up because it was very
heavy. He finally found a way and took it away. 

Russell's viper in the courtyard of Jaintia dorm

Another time, sir was walking back to his house when he saw a hood, and thought
at first that it was a bird, but it was crawling, and he saw a metre long
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body. It was a cobra! According to Sachin sir, the venomous snakes found in
Sahyadri are the Russell’s viper, the spectacled cobra, the common krait, the
bamboo pit viper, the saw-scaled viper, and the Indian cobra. The non-venomous
snakes found here are the rat snake, the common wolf snake, the common kukri,
the green vine snake, the bronze backed, and the tree snake.

According to Milind sir, leopards are most often spotted in the night, between
two and four o’clock, often near the outer school gate. The last one was spotted
on  17th February,  2022,  at  that  very  location.  A  few precautions  are  taken
whenever a leopard is spotted on the hilltop. Crackers are burst to scare away
the leopard. And the school warns everyone not to walk all alone in the dark if a
leopard has been spotted.

I hope I see these animals very soon!

Reported by Nitin Kondepati

******

In Full Bloom

At dawn, when the sun rises, illuminating the night sky, the perfume of flowers
fills the Sahyadri air with sweetness.

In Sahyadri, some flowers bloom most of the year, some bloom only in the first
or second term, and a few bloom very briefly. Flowers that bloom most of the
time are hibiscus, bougainvillea, tecoma, and so on. 

  Spider Lily Bottle Brush
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  Indian Coral  Malti

Some flowers  that  bloom in  the  monsoon  term are allamanda,  gunja,  ground
orchids, copper pod, and wild banana.

Flowers  that  bloom in  the  spring  term are  sky  flower,  aboli,  palash,  Indian
rosewood, euphorbia, chiku, purple wreath, amaltas, ixora, gulmohar, periwinkle,
poinsettia, tabebuia, Indian coral, jacaranda, and red silk cotton or semal. 

 

 Petrea Volubilis       Gulmohar

As I walk around the campus, I see a gulmohar outside the library, periwinkle
outside the DH, poinsettia near the library pond, a chiku tree near Shivneri,
aboli outside the M.U., and Indian coral in Phalguni dorm.
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Water Lilies

One night in a year, Brahmakamal  flowers bloom. The glory lily is an unusual
flower that blooms only in the monsoon. These are some of Sahyadri’s vibrant
flowers.

Reported by Naina

******

Bin to the Bins?

Sometimes, when I go for a walk along the paths at school, I see lots of trash,
such as chocolate wrappers, and bits of paper or plastic. It feels sad, but I
know  that  Sahyadri  has  a  waste  disposal  system,  commonly  called  ‘waste
segregation’. 

On 3rd March, during the Junior assembly, the juniors cleaned the campus. We
were divided into four groups. Each group was assigned an area of the campus,
such as the Phalguni dorm, the junior cluster, the Art room, and so on. I cleaned
Phalguni,  which  happened  to  be  my  own  dorm.  We  set  out,  armed  with  old
buckets  and  mugs,  to  pick  up  the  trash.  Then  we  sorted  all  the  trash  into
categories. “Ahh, it’s good to clean up the trash,” I thought.
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In earlier  times,  people  would  throw all  the waste into common bins.  Paper,
medical waste, dirty paper, and cloth would mix with food waste. When wet and
dry waste gets mixed, it poses a difficulty in disposing of both. The current
waste  segregation  system  started  in  June  2020.  Now,  there  are  seventeen
categories into which waste is segregated. Some of these are:
Reusable and recycled stationery
Recyclable paper (both used and clean)
Small cartons
E-waste (batteries, torches,...)
Dirty paper and cloth
Rubber items (footwear, bags,...)
Broken and non-usable glass and ceramic stuff
Metal foil
Broken and non-usable hard plastic
Squeeze tubes
Foldable plastic
Thermocol

Reena akka explained the process of disposal  followed at Sahyadri to me. A
young man comes to collect the segregated trash, and takes it to a buyer. The
buyer looks for some useful trash, such as metal, paper, or hard plastic. After
he has bought the trash, he recycles it to make money.
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The waste bins were put in place by Gopal Bhosale sir and Salim sir. They were
initiated by the Land Care Group,  which consists of Reena akka,  Sarath sir,
Mallika akka, Shrinidhi sir, Deepa akka, and so on.

Reena akka says that whenever she has asked for feedback, people on campus
have said that waste management is helpful to the community.

          Reported by V. Pranuthi

******
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Snapshot: Vandan Akka

Q: How did you feel when you got to know that you had got a job at Sahyadri
School as a teacher?
V: I felt extremely happy, seeing the environment and the beauty, and I felt I
was really lucky to get into this school.

Q: When you first came to this school, what did you feel, and after staying here
for so many years, what do you feel?
V: I think at first it was a different kind of atmosphere. It was also challenging
and demanding then, but now I feel that students have quite a lot of freedom. I
also like the way the children relate with the teachers, and how everything goes
smoothly. My liking for the school increases day by day.

Q: How long have you stayed in Sahyadri?
V: I joined the school in 2000. It has been 21 years, and in June 2022, it will be
22 years.

Q: Where are you from?
V: I am from Vile Parle, Mumbai.
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Q: How does it feel to be a teacher and teach here?
V: I like teaching a lot. While teaching, I also learn a lot of things from the
students and, like I mentioned before, I get a lot of freedom and can teach in
different ways.

Q: Is it difficult being a teacher? If so, what are the difficulties?
V: As time is passing by, the children are getting influenced by wrong things, so
it’s hard for me to explain the right things to them and give them suggestions.

Q: What are the subjects that you teach?
V: I currently teach Marathi. I used to teach Science long back.

Q: Which classes do you teach?
V: I teach 6th, 7th, 8th, and 10th grade.

Q: Is it difficult being a dorm parent? If so, what are the difficulties?
V: I am able to manage everything nicely except the quiet time after dinner. I
am not able to manage that very well.

Q: What is the best part of this school for you?
V: I like that there is freedom, I like Astachal, and that there is a different
type of learning environment for students and teachers.

Interviewed by Aarna Subhedar

******
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It Speaks Volumes

The library is our haunt on vacant afternoons, as we love reading. For some of
you out there too, the library must be your go-to place on campus.

The architect, Nachiket Patwardhan, is the nephew of Pamaji Patwardhan, who
was the founder of Sahyadri. Mr. Nachiket supervised the whole process until
the project of the library finished in 2008, after fifteen months of hard work.
Ari Carneri Jr. of Brazil did the landscaping outside the library, creating ponds
and placing rocks and bamboo around them. At that time, Sharad Patil sir was
the  Administrative  Officer  and  Amresh  sir  was  the  Principal.  The  previous
library was in a room at the back of the dining hall.

The current library building has been made near the centre of the school, so
that all the dorms have quick access to it. It is a single storey building made of
cement,  fly  ash brick,  burnt  brick,  granite,  steel,  wood,  and glass.  It has  a
cylindrical shape, which is flat on top. A spiral staircase connected to the outer
wall leads to the rooftop. A stout, white door halfway up the staircase blocks
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the rest of the way, as a safety precaution for small children, but people who
are skilled at climbing still climb up with the help of the door and the adjacent
wall.

Inside is a quiet, cozy, but at the same time large, spacious room with three
sections. On the ground floor, you find the senior section, with some reading
space and the librarian’s desk. As you go up the staircase to the mezzanine, to
your left you notice a few computers. Walking ahead, you arrive at the Junior
and  Middle  school  sections.  Large  transparent  panels  on  the  walls  let  the
daylight in.

There are about 15,600 books in the library,  placed in different categories,
such as Fiction,  Non-fiction,  Math, English,  Hindi,  Marathi,  Science,  History,
Geography,  Arts  and  Crafts,  Philosophy,  Psychology,  Education,  Religion,
Mythology,  Parenting,  Reference,  and  so  on.  All  the  titles,  along  with  some
information  about  them,  have  been  recorded in  the  school  database  by  our
current library assistant, Amruta akka. The library assistant looks after the
maintenance, orders books, subscribes to magazines, supervises the process of
borrowing and returning, attends to students’ questions, and takes people’s book
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recommendations forward to the library committee. She also takes stock of the
books at the end of the term.

If you like a book you are reading at home and want to finish the series at
Sahyadri,  you  can  recommend  the  series.  To  do  this,  you  should  go  to  the
librarian and ask her to record the name of the series and its author. After
that, the library committee decides whether to order it or not. If it is a yes,
the series will be ordered through Amazon or Flipkart. If it is a no, then it’s a
dead end. A title may be rejected because the language, the story, or the genre
is  considered  unsuitable.  For  example,  Manga  comics,  which  are  basically
Japanese comics, are not stocked in the library because of the violent content.
A new book called ‘Goodbye Mr Terupt’ by Rob Buyea is on its way to campus.
According to Amruta akka, a few of the popular series in the library are Harry
Potter, Mr. Terupt, Alex Rider, and Geronimo Stilton. Books by Rick Riordan and
Enid Blyton are much in demand.

If  a  book  is  torn because  it  is  old,  then  Amruta akka consults  the  Library
Committee and orders a new book to replace it. Those who lose or damage a
library book are charged the current price of the book, and a fresh copy is
ordered.

The library at times becomes the venue for a dance or music performance, the
Phoenix club, and assemblies. The rooftop works well for stargazing sessions.
Many students, teachers, and visitors say that the library is a very good place
to read and spend some time at. If you ever come to Sahyadri, make sure that
you visit the library!

Reported by Riyan Kundalia and Aarya Kobal

******
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In Print

While I was browsing in the library, I came across an old edition of the Ninad,
the school magazine. It had such a variety of content that I got plugged in. I
found the memes, the long and short form interviews, and class photographs
most interesting.

What is the Ninad?

The Ninad is the school magazine. Sahyadri  School entrusts a group of high
schoolers  with  the  responsibility  of  producing  a  fun-packed,  thrilling  page
turner known as the Ninad.

  

What is the purpose of the Ninad?

The Ninad is published for several reasons. Mainly, it is meant for sharing the
work  the  students  of  Sahyadri  have  been  doing.  It  also  becomes  a  prize
memento for people who leave the school.

Initially, Ninad was produced as an offline magazine, by collecting articles from
the students. In the 2020-21 session, it was first produced online, in the form
of a pdf. The 9th batch and a few teachers made up the editorial board that
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worked on the project. They made a few mistakes from time to time. Once, the
whole pdf got deleted. A software named Canva was used for formatting and
editing the pages. The group communicated over Zoom meetings and through
emailing.  During offline schooling,  all  the people on the team would type the
articles out together on computers.

I found out that making the Ninad takes a lot of time and hard work. Picking the
team is the first step—a hard job. There are various requirements a student
must meet in order to join the team. The English teachers and Art teachers
make their suggestions based on students’ writing skills, art and design skills,
their management of time, and their ability to complete assigned work on time.
Students who fulfill these requirements are selected for the team.

In  earlier  years,  the  process  of  printing  a  hard  copy  of  the  Ninad  was
undertaken by a company named Mudra Printers, in Pune. Unfortunately, it got
shut down two years ago, but the employees of that company opened another
company known as Shri Mudra. Sahyadri still  takes their help to print a few
hard copies of the Ninad.

The  school  has  published  around  20  issues  of  the  Ninad.  Every  two  years,
everyone  at  school  receives  a  copy  of  the  latest  Ninad.  However,  several
volumes are missing from the collection in the school library.

While  everything  else  changes,  the  Ninad  remains  a  constant  in  the  life  of
Sahyadri.

Reported by Reyansh Gambhir

******

Ironing It Out 

Have you ever wondered how your messy clothes come back in a neat and clean
pile in the common room like clockwork on every Dhobi day?

The Dhobi Ghat is located next to the football field of Sahyadri. Earlier, it was
located  where  Krishna  and  Kaveri  dorms  now  stand.  The  architect,  Gopal
Bhosale, designed the current Dhobi Ghat. With the help of 15 workers who
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labored hard over 120 days, the Dhobi Ghat was built over a total area of 2000
square feet.

The  Dhobi  Ghat  is
divided  into  three  sections:  Washing,  Drying,  and  Ironing.  The  washing  and
ironing sections take up a quarter of the area each, while the drying section
takes up the other half of the space.

Five  people  work  at  the  Dhobi  Ghat:  Abhishek,  Jyoti,  Ranjeet,  Narush,  and
Mainemma. Their hometown is Mehboobnagar, Telangana. They work very hard,
since they get clothes from five dorms every day, except on Saturday.

The  charges  for  washing  and  ironing  are  Rs  5  each.  Each  child  can  give  a
maximum of 15 clothes. In case an item of clothing is damaged at the dhobighat,
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the office does not bill  that item. If there are some clothes which can’t be
bleached, the dhobi should be informed of this.

Dhobi dada uses Wheel powder to wash the dark clothes, and bleach for light
coloured  clothes.  Two  machines  are  used:  a  washing  machine  and  a  drying
machine.

The Dhobi Ghat is cleaned with water every month. As the sun rises, the dhobis
rise too, and work hard till 10 pm. As they go to sleep, they lock the Dhobi Ghat,
so animals do not enter.

At times, difficulties crop up. In case an item of clothing is damaged at the
Dhobi Ghat, the office does not bill that item. On occasion, clothes might be
misplaced.

“If  you  have  your  admission  number  written  on  that  item  of  clothing,  the
misplaced clothes can be found/returned,” says Abhishek. “The main problems
we face are rains and lack of space for drying clothes,” says Ranjeet.

“We are planning on giving the Dhobi dadas a small shed for more space,” says
Gopal Bhosale.

Reported by Atharv Mittal

******

The Lay of the Land

Located on the leeward side of the Western Ghats of India, Sahyadri School is
63 km away from Pune, in the Sahyadri ranges. It is situated on top of Tiwai hill,
a sub-hill of the Western Ghats, which are among the biodiversity hotspots of
the world.
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The name Sahyadri comes from the Sahyadri ranges. The hill was named ‘Tiwai’
because, from a satellite image or an aerial view, it appears like a T or a Y. This
hill  lies  on  the  latitude  11°  N and  on  the  longitude  73°45'  E.  According  to
Sudesh sir, the hill, 775 m high, was formed by volcanic eruptions about 260
million years ago.

  

There are some hills surrounding Tiwai hill, such as Shambhu hill, Yelleshwar hill,
Singeshwar hill, Peacock hill, Turtle hill, and Python hill. Other landforms that
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can be found around Sahyadri are conical hills, ridge escarpments, waterfalls,
ridges with a gap, and plateaus.

Sahyadri School started when J. Krishnamurti wanted to build a school in the
Western part of India. He started to look for a site, but sadly, he passed away.
According to Amresh sir, a few years later, Pamaji and Sunandaji Patwardhan
thought  about  J.  Krishnamurti’s  idea,  and  decided  to  build  the  school.  The
search for an appropriate location began. The Patwardhans had a friend, Naval
Firodia, whose children were studying in Rishi Valley at that time. Naval Firodia
had about a hundred acres of land on top of Tiwai hill, and when he got to know
land was needed for a new KFI school, he was ready to donate his land for the
purpose. All the KFI schools are situated far from the city, in a calm location.

According to Omana akka, the construction of Sahyadri School started in the
early 1990s, and ended in 1995. The school opened on 10th September, 1995. In
the  beginning,  there  were  only  five  dorms:  Vishakha,  Alaknanda,  Indrayani,
Shivneri, and Himadri.

When the school was getting built, a team of people supported the school: Mrs.
Sunanda  Patwardhan,  Mr.  Pama  Patwardhan,  Mrs.  RebeccaThomas,  Mrs.  Uma
Kalyanram,  Group Captain Shivaram (Admin Officer),  and Mr. Shashi  Upasani
(Bursar). Mrs. Uma Kalyanram was the first principal of Sahyadri School. She
held the role for three years, from 1995 to 1998.

In the first years of Sahyadri, 99 students joined the school. There were only
four classes  (4th to 7th),  and only two clusters.  The first batch of Sahyadri
passed out in March 1999.

Before the school was built, there was only one tree on Tiwai hill, and the entire
space was filled with tall grass. At that time, Mr. M.H. Gogate used to come and
plant trees with the whole school. He helped the school a lot in the growth of
vegetation.

In the early years, a Mela was held every year, there was an Annual Day, and the
school magazine, Ninad, was produced as a hard copy. Now, there is no Mela or
Annual Day, Ninad is online, and Sports Fest happens on a bigger scale. The Mela
was stopped because students gave a lot of time and energy to the fair and
couldn’t focus on their studies.
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In 1992, Sahyadri had a problem. After the passing of Sri Achyut Patwardhan,
in 1992, people who were funding the school withdrew. The funds were reduced
and became insufficient for the school. A fund-raising show called ‘This Matter
of Culture’ was organized by the school. It involved dance and drama. 

Now, Sahyadri is a large school, going up to the 12th grade. The plus-two section
(11th and 12th) was added in 2014. Today, there are 280 students and around 52
teachers on the campus.

Reported by Neil Goli

******

Bamboo Among the Bricks

 Junior Auditorium

When I walked down the street alongside the oval garden, I saw a beautiful new
building getting constructed. The first thought that came to my mind was: what
is this going to be? I was curious to know all about it. I interviewed a few people
and got to know a few facts. 

The  Junior  Auditorium  is  getting  renovated  into  new  offices.  Nachiket
Patwardhan sir and Ramesh Parthasarathy sir had brought up this idea. New
offices  are  needed because  the  old  offices  are  too  small  and  become  very
crowded and unwelcoming for visitors.

The Jr. Audi had an exam hall, a music room, and a computer lab. Once the new
office construction is completed, the old offices will be used as the exam hall,
the music room, and the computer lab.
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The construction of the new offices started in January 2021, and is expected
to end around April 2022. The Hunnarshala Foundation architects designed the
new offices. There will be six rooms. The office will be filled with natural light,
and  there  will  be  colourful  patterns  on  the  floor.  What  makes  the  building
special is the elements used: soil from the river, stones from a village called
Dhakale, bamboo and lime from Khed, wood from old ships from Gujarat, marble
from  Chakan,  and  bricks  from  Darakwadi!  The  plastering  technique  is  from
Rajasthan. In front of the entrance is a spacious yard.

Looking at the building gives me an aesthetic vibe, for it is simple and natural.
The building is surrounded by plants, and at the entrance a white bougainvillea
welcomes you. Just beside it runs a stony drainage system which leads to the
back, revealing a fish pond. The lower quarter of the walls is brown, while the
rest is white. The walls also have smooth plastering. Small wooden pillars make it
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impressive and give it an oldish look. I think this construction is going to be a
great addition to the Sahyadri campus.

It will definitely be more spacious and modern than the old offices, and I think
it’s going to impress visitors!

Reported by Rida Halai

 Guest Houses

Once, during morning P.T., I was jogging back to the first check post from Naval
Veerayatan. When I was halfway, I saw a construction site on my left. A few
hours later, in English class, we were creating a newsletter, and I immediately
thought about doing a news report on the construction of the new guest houses.

The construction of the new guest houses started in 2019, and they are still
being  built  in  2022.  The  work  will  be  finished  in  2023 or  2024.  The  guest
cottages are being built just behind the old guest house. Four units are being
built, with three rooms in each unit. Three architects were involved with this
project: Sandeep Virmani, Nachiket Patwardhan, and Ksheeraja.
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The  students,  teachers,  and  some  staff  had  recommended  that  new  guest
houses should be built because more and more guests were wishing to visit, and
there was insufficient accommodation for guests.

Once the location was decided, the blueprint was created, and the outline was
made. Then the foundation digging started, which took two or three days. Next,
PCC (Plane Cement Concrete) was laid, after which the walls started being built,
and the stone masonry work began. When the wall reached a certain level, the
door frames were fitted, and then the rest of the wall was built. Next, work on
the roof began. First, the wooden structure for the roof was constructed, and
then the ‘Mangalore’ tiles were fitted on the wooden frame.

When I entered a guest house which was fully built, I got the feeling I was in an
Indian natural house built with stone, mud bricks, and mud flooring. It looked
very attractive to me.
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Once the guest rooms are ready, a road will be created to connect all four units,
and a garden will give the perfect finishing touch.

Reported by Sarthak Gundal

 Jaintia

Jaintia, the 8th boys’ dorm, is currently being renovated. The work of renovation
started on February 13, 2022, and is expected to finish by the end of May
2022. The person who proposed the project is Padmapriya akka.

Jaintia is located on the road that connects the school gate to Python hill; it is
between Torna and Palash dorms.  It is being renovated because the original
plans are now over 25 years old. The dorms were then made as a living space,
and did not provide space for studies and academics.

During the construction period, some of the Jaintia students were shifted to
Chinar, while the rest stayed in Poorvi. By mid-March, they were all in Chinar.
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The wings in Jaintia have been broken down and are being expanded. So is the
laundry room. The architects, Ksheeraja and Gaurav, designed the new look for
Jaintia. Satish Gundal is the site supervisor. The materials being used are basalt
bricks and mud slabs. According to Milind Sir, the Jaintia boys are happy and
excited about the renovation.

Most Jaintia boys I talked to are happy about the renovation, but are sad that
by the time it is completed they will be in Class 9, and may not stay in the newly
renovated Jaintia dorm.

Reported by Aarav Ali

 Hawa Mahal

The Hawa Mahal is a beautiful structure made on top of the staff room. It is a
hall mainly meant for staff meetings, but is being used for other purposes as
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well.  It  serves  as  the  venue  for  assemblies,  classes,  and  various  other
programmes.

According to Milind sir, the space was under construction for six months, and
was completed in January 2022. The main architect was Mr Vaibhav Kale. Seven
bamboo artisans worked on the construction. The area of the structure is about
2,500 sq.ft.

The  Hawa  Mahal  is  shaped  in  a  semi-pyramid  form.  The  walls  are  made  of
bamboo,  with  gaps  in  the  middle,  so  it’s  an  open,  airy  space.  Eco-friendly
materials such as bamboo, CGI sheet, plywood, and ceramic tiles were used. The
most difficult part was supplying the bamboo. The tiles are made of Russian
birchwood plywood that was shipped to Gujarat. The colour design is the natural
brown from the balcooa bamboo. The space doesn’t have fans.

Ksheeraja akka likes the way the roof has turned out. She is also happy with the
flooring. Nitin, Punol, and Ekaarth of 6th feel, “The structure is beautiful and it’s
a really good place to hang out.” Nischal, also of 6th, likes “the way it’s open, and
the fresh air over there.”
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Reena akka really likes the structure. “I can sit there and look at the coral tree
and watch the birds all day,” she says. Anjali akka says, “When you enter the
hall, it feels as though you have left all your mundane worries behind and have
entered a whole new world.” Priyadharshni akka really likes that the students
like it.

Reported by Sidhartha Jain

******

A Portrait: Bhau Dada

Suddenly the school went online on 1st June, 2020, due to Covid-19, and all the
pressure was on Bhau dada, the IT mastermind of the school. Bhausaheb Ghadge
was born on 22nd October, 1982, and was brought up in Pabal, Pune district. He
studied IT in Vigyan Ashram, near Rajgurunagar, after which he worked with
BSNL for one and a half years.

Bhau dada first visited Sahyadri in 2001 to install landlines on campus. Because
of his brilliant work, the school invited him to work here. Bhau dada liked the
job, so he joined the school on 20th June, 2001.
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Since  then,  he  has  done  a  lot  of  work,  such  as  installing  landlines  in  2001,
changing them to WLL (wireless in local loop) in 2006, changing over to ILL –
2MB Reliance Communications (internet leased line) in 2008, and changing over
again to ILL– SNL wireless and optic fibre in 2014. Right now, the school uses
ILL – 2MB.

Bhau  dada  likes  doing  his  work,  especially  working  with  children.  He  looks
forward to using the latest technology, shifting the control room to the new
office, and providing all the electricity from the control using solar panels.

Amresh  sir  says,  “Bhau  is  a  whiz  kid.  He  is  single-handedly  responsible  for
setting up and maintaining the computer network that we have on campus.”

Reported by Somil Sodhi

******

Fielding It Right

When  I  was  walking  around  Sahyadri,  I  saw  a  lot  of  fields  and  started
wondering if it was a village or a school. The next day, in English class, we were
doing a news report project, and I immediately thought of doing my news report
on Farming.
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“Farming is when you try to produce some food — grains, vegetables, or fruits —
on a specific portion of land,” Deepa akka says. I learnt that the campus has
farms on seven plots over ten acres of land. The plots are located near the
Dhobi Ghat, at the mango orchard, behind the school security gate, behind the
library, next to the old basketball court, and by the riverside. Classes 7th and 8th

have Farming activity as a part of their timetable, and Environment and Biology
students visit the farm at times.

No chemical  insecticides or pesticides or weedicides are used on the school
farms. Instead, farm-made Jeevamruta and Dashparni arka are made to take
care of the nutritional requirement of the farm and to tackle any insect attack.

Deepa akka has been working at Sahyadri School since June 2016. She loves
working  with  plants  and  trees,  and  observing  the  interactions  happening  in
nature. Before coming to Sahyadri, she worked as an industry consultant and as
college faculty in the area of Environmental Management. She joined Sahyadri
to  create  awareness  and  work  with  the  rural  community.  She  has  done  a
Bachelors in Mechanical Engineering, and Masters in Energy and Environment,
along with MBA and Business research. Before Sahyadri, she worked in Gitam
School of International Business in Visakhapatnam.

Deepa akka aims to increase the amount of seeds in the seed bank. “In the
farms you can see a lot of diversity in plants, which attracts a diversity of
insects, which attracts a diversity of birds and other animals,” she says.

Reported by Arham Shah

******

Best Foot Forward

“Football is the best thing for me, and always will be,” says Vedant Khude of
sixth grade.
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Football  is  played  by all  grades.  Some play  matches against  each other and
usually  the higher grade wins,  but  some grades play better than the higher
grade.

There are three football fields at Sahyadri. There used to be four, but one was
flattened as a hockey field. All the grounds are of different sizes. The largest
is for 11 vs 11 and is meant for seniors. The second one is for 8 vs 8 or so. It is
grassy. It is called the Firodia Football Field in honour and memory of Navalmal
Firodia, who donated the school land. The third and smallest is now a football
field, but earlier used to be a Handball court. It is still called the HB field.

Injuries are most frequent on the HB field,  because of its surface.  Usually
juniors play football on the HB field. It has too many stones, so the players go
skidding, and slip. This causes grazes and cuts. On the big field the grass trips
up many people, and the depressions cause sprains. Despite this, football has
never lost its popularity in Sahyadri.

The fields are repaired and maintained well. Stones are removed and soil is laid
on the ground and flattened. Every year, after the monsoons, the grass is cut
and given to the cows. For the boundaries, lime powder is used, which is made of
limestone.
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When you play football here, you get to see each grade working on skills as well
as playing matches, which inspires you. You see your own grade and work harder
to play even better. This is what I have done over the past few months.

Football camp is one of the things that helps me do this. Once or twice a year
some teachers organise a camp where,  in lower grades,  you learn basics like
dribbling,  shooting,  and passing.  The seniors learn tricks like step overs and
rainbows.

The  school  sports  room  provides  most  of  the  equipment  such  as  javelins,
footballs, and hockey sticks. Some things that one has to use only for oneself,
such as shin pads and knee pads, are brought from home. Other equipment is
also often brought personally, though it is available at school. The school brings
equipment from Decathlon or some local shops.

The popularity of football rises and wanes constantly. When online classes were
being conducted, a survey was held, which showed that more than a quarter of
the school missed football most, among all sports. When others don’t wish to
play, you find someone practising on their own. This shows their commitment to
the game.

“The beauty of it is that if someone goes out somehow, someone else plays for
them,” says Milind Sir.

Reported by Hridaan Shah and Vedant Khude

******

Mission Admission

What is the admission process in Sahyadri School?

School admission forms become available in October. They have to be submitted
by December 15. Then the school calls new students for a written admission
test for English and Maths. Next, the selected students and their parents are
interviewed. Finally, offer letters are sent to the selected students.
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Once they are admitted, students pay the school  fees,  and then the school
sends them a confirmation letter.

A total  of  312  applications  were  received  for  the  session  2022-23,   but  a
smaller number of children appeared for  the interview.  According to Omana
akka, 70 students have been admitted for the new session 2022-23. 

The teachers who conducted interviews were Vinayak S. sir, Mira akka, Madhavi
akka, Geetha akka, Shrinidhi sir, Reena akka, Priyadharshni akka, Anjali akka,
Elizabeth akka, and Divya akka. Milind sir and Padmapriya akka interviewed the
parents.

Reported by Nirzar Amte

******

Away from Home

Early in a new term, you may see a teacher consoling a little boy by taking him on
a walk, sitting under a tree, or doing a fun activity with him. As I have never
been homesick, I am very interested in this feeling of homesickness people go
through when they are away from home.

By talking to the dorm parents, I discovered that out of sixty-three students in
Junior School, about a third were homesick this term (Spring Term, 2021-22).
When children feel homesick, they head to their dorm parents, so I made my
way to  the three dorm parents  of Junior  School  and asked  them how they
consoled the children. Most of the dorm parents told me that they consoled the
children by talking to them, asking whether they had ever felt like that before,
and of course, giving them a tight hug.

Out of twenty homesick students, I ended up interviewing half a dozen: Krishiv
and Aariya of Class 4, Prisha and Rannvijay of Class 5, and Minza and Mahi of
class 6.

I heard Krishiv was one of the homesick people in Junior School, so I decided to
interview him. “I was very homesick in quarantine and I felt even more homesick
in Games Times and Rest Hour, when there was no one to talk to and nothing to
do,” said Krishiv. He usually felt bored and really lonely. He wanted to be left
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alone when he was homesick in the initial days of his quarantine. All his dorm
parents, friends,  and teachers occupied him by talking to him, playing games
with him, and telling him fun jokes.

Aariya felt very homesick in quarantine, I heard one of my friends say, so I
walked up to Aariya and asked her some questions. Aariya had been homesick
because there was nothing to do and no one to talk to. “I was very homesick for
the first two or three days. I was feeling lonely and sad and wanted someone to
cheer me up.” She overcame her homesickness when she started talking, and
started socializing with people.

Prisha felt very homesick and was constantly crying in quarantine, so much so
that she had to be shifted to a different location, as she did not have any of
her classmates or friends to talk to. “When I had no friends or classmates to
talk to, the only thing I got reminded of was my home,” said Prisha. She felt
most  homesick  during  a  call  with  her  parents.  At  times  she  wanted  people
around her to console her, and at other times she wanted to be left alone.

Rannvijay was very homesick after quarantine. He usually felt homesick because
he missed his home and parents. “I felt lonely, sad, and depressed. I wanted to
be left alone and at times wanted people to keep me occupied,” said Rannvijay.
To cheer him up, his friends would give him tuck or homesick pills, or just tickle
him.

I feel that despite being a good friend of Minza’s, I never really consoled her a
lot. “I was mostly homesick when I was excluded as well as when I ate the Dining
Hall food and didn’t like it,” said Minza. She sometimes wished to be left alone,
and at other times wanted people around her to cheer her up.

Mahi felt very homesick during quarantine. “I generally felt homesick because I
missed special occasions at home, or when I sat idle, or was just alone,” said
Mahi. She generally felt homesick during a call with her parents. She wanted to
be  left  alone  or  occasionally  wanted  her  friends  to  console  her.  She  also
expected her friends to give her company and understand how she felt. She
overcame  her  homesickness  when  she  got  used  to  being  away  from her  old
friends and family.
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So far, I had no clue how to console a homesick person properly. Writing this
news report has helped me understand how homesick people feel and how to
make them feel better.

Reported by Sara Gorai

Shut Out

He drew a circle that shut me out--

Heretic, rebel, a thing to flout.

But love and I had the wit to win:

We drew a circle that took him in.

- Edwin Markham

As children in a big world, we all experience harsh truths which hurt us at our
weak point. Some wounds are deep, and take time to stitch back, while others
are shallow, and are easily healed. Have you ever experienced getting hurt in one
spot, and falling again and again on the same wound?

I remember how, before I came to Sahyadri, I used to feel excluded by my
friends quite often, by their keeping secrets, whispering in front of me, ignoring
me, and not calling me over to play. I never confronted them, or told my parents
about  this  behaviour,  until  one day  I  couldn’t  keep it  to  myself,  and  all  my
feelings burst out. I confronted my friends, and told my feelings to my parents
and friends. Soon we rebuilt our friendship even stronger than before. This is
the best possible outcome. But what is the worst?

The worst option would be that all the strings of our friendship would break
into tiny smithereens and never get stitched again.

Now, the question arises: what is exclusion? Take a pause and think about the
last  time you felt  someone or  a  group of people did not  let you  experience
something that they were experiencing. It may be because of personal issues
that they have with you, dislike, discomfort, jealousy, possessiveness, and so on.
All these contribute to your experience of exclusion. At times, exclusion has
quite a different cause.
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Self-exclusion is when you make a bubble around yourself and don’t let anyone
enter.  Self-exclusion  may  lead  to  loneliness  and  not  communicating.  Self-
exclusion happens when we judge people or if we are scared of them.

Indirect exclusion is when you don’t have the intention to exclude a particular
person or a group. However, your behaviour indirectly tells them you don’t want
them  there.  Such  behaviour  may  be  the  result  of  possessiveness,  rumours,
private conversation, and so on. What do these look like?

Possessiveness shows up when you are protective about something you are doing
and you don’t want others to do the same thing as you.

Rumours influence you when you hear some comments about someone, or when
someone’s personal experience with a person is shared. These can also be fake
rumours people share because of dislike or for their own satisfaction. Soon, the
rumours are all over the place, and that can lead to indirect exclusion, because
we humans have a tendency to believe fake news, or personal experiences of
friends or family. How can we stop indirect exclusion?

It must be hard to stop something you aren’t aware of, right? If we work hard
to  listen  to  different  viewpoints,  and  do  not  become  prejudiced  against  a
person, we can stop indirect exclusion, and include others in our circle of care.

How does exclusion happen? Exclusion happens when two or more groups are
formed because of common interests or comfort, and then the groups do not
talk to each other, or shut each other out. Then one group starts to think it is
superior, and does not even contact the other. Recently, I have observed that
all the current 6th batch boys (2021-22) work together for big events. They do
have groups, but they have the sense to come together and work as a team. But
the girls stick to their separate groups, and rarely work together.

What does exclusion  lead to? Exclusion leads  to various  people being lonely.
When people become lonely and rejected by others, they start to get a mindset
that  they  will  get  rejected  all  the  time.  Sometimes,  many  people  who  get
excluded come together and make an open friends’ group, which everyone can
freely join or leave.

Why can’t we stop exclusion and include everyone? Stopping exclusion is very
hard, especially worldwide, but we can take a small step the way Sahyadri does.
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At the start of the term, two people become buddies, one fresher and one oldie.
The  oldie  helps  the  fresher  in  communicating  with  the  class  or  explaining
Sahyadri traditions. The oldie also helps with homework.

Aarna, a 6th grader, thinks that exclusion is very common in Sahyadri, and it can
really  hurt  the  person  excluded.  You  came  from  home,  where  you  didn’t
experience a high amount of exclusion, but here you got excluded on a regular
basis.  For  Aarna,  indirect  exclusion  is  the  worst,  because  when  it  happens
indirectly, you get the wrong understanding. You think that the person dislikes
you, but when he/she apologises and explains it by saying he/she just needed to
talk privately,  it  hurts you a lot.  It’s  harder for you to believe their words
rather than your own eyes.

The last thing I want to say is: is it necessary for us to feel hurt when we are
excluded? Can we find a friend in ourselves?

Reported by Preksha

******

Snapshot: Rekha Akka
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Q: How did you feel when you got to know that you had got a job in Sahyadri as
a teacher?

R: My husband, Lakshman Telang sir, had already joined the school. I too was
living here, at the school. I also had a small two year old daughter. Suddenly, a
Hindi teacher left the school, so there was a need for a teacher, and the school
requested me to join. I accepted the offer and joined as a Hindi teacher. Back
then, I used to do a part-time job.

Q: When you first came to this school, what did you feel?

R: When I first came to this school, it was not the same as it is today. Sahyadri
was a new school, and many dorms weren’t there. There were very few teachers
and students. The school was growing at that time.

Q: How long have you stayed over here?

R: I joined in 1998. I have lived here for 24 years!

Q: Where are you from?

R: I am from Banaras, U.P.

Q: How does it feel to be a teacher at Sahyadri?

R: It feels good to be a teacher, and I enjoy teaching a lot.

Q: Is it difficult being a teacher? If so, what are the difficulties?

R: It’s not exactly difficult, but if the teacher cannot relate to the children,
then it can be a challenge to teach them.

Q: What are the subjects you teach?

R: Now I teach Hindi and Marathi. I used to teach Activity block a long time
back.

Q: Which classes do you teach?

R: I teach 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th grades.

Q: Is it difficult to be a dorm parent? If so, what are the difficulties?
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R: It is not exactly difficult, but it is a little challenging for me sometimes, as
the juniors bring up small fights. Every child has a different opinion, so I have
to listen to everybody. It becomes hard for me to handle them. This doesn’t
happen with the 7ths and 8ths, because they handle their problems on their
own.

Q: What is your favourite part of Sahyadri life?

R: My favourite part of Sahyadri life is the singing assembly.

Q: Would you like to share any thoughts?

R: I think that I can teach freely, and we are not tied down to a syllabus. People
are not only good at academics, but can also take interest in different things
and develop their talents.

Interviewed by Aarna Subhedar

******

A Testing Time

On the 27th of February, 2022. Aarav Ali, my batch-mate, had fever, and tested
positive for Covid. It was the first case in Junior school. Since then, one by one,
some  of  my  friends  and  I  have  fallen  victim  to  this  virus.  This  spate  of
infections  raised  my  curiosity,  and encouraged me to write  about  the Covid
situation at Sahyadri for this newsletter.

According to Dr. Reshma Shah, Covid is a highly infectious disease caused by a
family  of  viruses  named  SARS-CoV-2.  Fever,  respiratory  infections,  loss  of
taste and smell, body ache, and weakness are the most common symptoms of
Covid.

In Sahyadri, by government orders, the school was shut down in March 2020. All
the students were sent back, and primary preventive measures were taken. The
staff were made aware regarding safety precautions.  Routine activities were
shortlisted,  the  alumni  gathering  was  cancelled,  and  staff  members  were
reduced. The basic protocols were put in place: to maintain bubbles, class-wise
or  dorm-wise,  wear  masks,  and  maintain  social  distancing.  Hand  hygiene  and
coughing etiquette was demonstrated.
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Doctors have had to change the plan of action and strategies in Sahyadri from
time  to  time,  depending  on  the  situation.  According  to  the  Administrative
Officer, Milind More, the school did its best to manage this situation. It shut
down in March 2020,  re-opened in October 2020, shut down again in March
2021, and re-opened in July 2021 for seniors, and in October 2021 for juniors.
It shut down whenever the wave was at its peak and the government ordered
schools to be closed.

In February 2021, there was an outbreak in school. Both teachers and students
were affected. The school consulted the parents and acted accordingly. It was
an alarming situation. How Covid spread in Sahyadri, and what the source was, is
still unknown.

In Sahyadri,  Covid patients were treated in a  few dorms,  and at the Study
Centre. Depending on the symptoms, patients’ treatments varied. No saline or
injections were used. The treatment included tablets, multivitamins, hot water,
fruits, kadha, syrups, steam, and gargling. Thrice a day, the nurses and doctors
checked the oxygen levels, pulse rate, and temperature of patients.

The  highest  number of cases  at  one time in  Sahyadri  was:  30 cases.  Cases
increased with the arrival of students. On 3rd of March, 2022, there were 8
cases. The Covid cases were coming down, but started increasing again, in Dr.
Pradnya’s view. The factors affecting the number of cases include: mixing of
students, mask avoidance, and failure to maintain social distancing.
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Money was a problem. The school had to spend it carefully to make sure parents
got  refunded and  salaries  were  paid.  The  school  experienced  a  shortage  of
staff in construction, farming, maintenance, land care, and security. The school
helped other Covid patients by distributing food and paying for the tests and
hospitalization  of  some  staff  families  who  experienced  the  death  of  family
members due to Covid. Two people who worked in Sahyadri lost their lives due to
Covid: Lilabai Bhoir, who worked in the Medical Unit, and Balu Gundal, who used
to supply water.

When school  was online,  the campus was relatively unoccupied.  More animals
were seen on campus,  such as langurs, a sambar deer, and the golden oriole.
Some students think that the lockdown was necessary in school, but wasn’t very
convenient,  while  others  think  that  they  had  a  fun,  leisurely  time,  but  the
confinement was sometimes frustrating.

According to Perumal sir, the campus wasn’t lively and it was very quiet. He had
a lot of time. It was very lonely but he felt very lucky to be in Sahyadri. Now he
is very happy because students are back.

During  Covid  times,  the  bubble  system  was  being  followed  in  Sahyadri.
According to Dr Pradnya, the bubble system has been adopted as it helps to
limit the spread of infections. Individuals stay with the same group most of the
time. The bubble system is two-layered: one at dorm level (without masks), and
another at batch level (with masks).

Depending on the situation, the bubble system might be released next year. The
advantage of this system is that if anyone tests positive, the rest can continue
their activities in their own bubbles, but the disadvantage is that one can’t talk
to a lot of people. When there weren’t any bubbles, there were whole school
assemblies and movies. Juniors could talk to seniors freely, without masks.

A vaccine is either a completely dead virus or a fragment of genetic material
injected into our body to sensitize the immune system to prevent the infection
occurring, or to dampen the severity of symptoms.

All  the staff have been vaccinated with two doses, and so have students 15
years and above. There was local injection site pain for a day or two, almost for
all,  and  fever  in  a  few  cases.  Only  one  percent  of  those  over  15  are  still
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unvaccinated.  The  vaccination  event  was  very  smooth  and  well-coordinated;
there was no shortage of vaccines. The PHC (Primary Health Centre) at Wada
conducted the event.

Covid has had a big impact on students. Their studies, socializing, and physical
activities  have  been  compromised.  Many  psychological  problems  such  as
insecurity, loneliness, sadness, and disappointment have surfaced.

The future of this pandemic is hazy. Three mutants have come and gone and
almost two years are over, so the virus might calm down, but it will stay in the
environment, like any other virus. Hopefully, there will be no other outbreak in
future.

Mallika  akka,  who  teaches  English  at  Sahyadri,  shared  her  experience  with
Covid. She got tested in October 2022, because she was about to travel back
home, and was found to be positive. She was an asymptomatic carrier. She felt
disappointed, as she could not travel. Quarantine wasn’t a problem, because she
was at her own home on campus. She felt very lucky. Her only worry was about
her pet cats.  She didn’t go close to them. She wasn’t tested again, but was
released after fourteen days. She was glad to be out.

Aarya Kobal,  my classmate,  had quite a  different experience.  She went into
isolation  on  12th January  2022  when  her  mom,  who  works  in  school,  tested
positive.  Aarya developed high fever, burning eyes, and a cough, as her main
symptoms. Her last contacts were her batchmates. She was feeling very weak.
It was boring, but she was with her family, so she had something to do. She was
happy when she came out of quarantine.

I myself had got Covid in Sahyadri. I tested positive on 5th March, 2022. I was
symptomatic.  The first night  was terrible.  After that,  I was fine.  It was a
bitter-sweet experience, because I enjoyed reading a lot of books and talking to
the people who were quarantined with me.

The  school  has  done  its  best  to  balance  the  students’  academic  needs  and
medical safety.

Reported by Ishita Pinnamaneni

******
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Shoot!

Recently, an argument was overheard between some boys and a teacher. The
boys said, “Basketball is a girls’ game.” But the teacher retorted, “It is for both,
boys and girls.”

Sangeeta  Perumal,  an  ex-student,  says,  “At  my  old  school,  basketball  was
considered a boys’ game until my games teacher encouraged girls to join the
game.” At Sahyadri School, basketball is popular among both boys and girls. The
school supports the principle that boys and girls play games and study together
without any conflict.

At Sahyadri, people really enjoy playing basketball. “When my maths teacher,
E.P., started to encourage me, I started to love basketball,” says Prithvee of
Class 6. Some people thought that basketball was only an American sport, and
were never interested in trying it. “After I got to know that basketball is a
worldwide sport, I joined a baskey camp”, says Adviti of Class 6.

Our school has three courts: the cement court, aka the ‘old bbc’, the tar court,
aka the ‘tennis court’, and the synthetic court, aka the ‘new bbc’. “We had to
build three courts because in the past 5½ yrs, basketball  has become highly
popular among the children,” feels Milind sir.
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Each of the courts has its own pluses and minuses. The cement court, the oldest
court  in the school,  has  a  good location,  as the sunset  looks beautiful  from
there, and you get a good view of greenery. The surface of the court is in good
condition. However, the black box on the board is not in the right place. Also,
the cement is very hard, so falls can result in impact injuries.

The synthetic court was constructed between 2017-18, in order to provide more
space to the growing number of basketball  players.  The surface is made of
synthetic rubber mats, which are a bit soft, which prevents impact injuries. The
surface is effective, but in the monsoon, the court is very slippery. One of the
rings is slightly tilted, and is in need of repair.

The tar court, the third to come up, was constructed in 2019. It is a junior
court, and the basket is slightly lower, too. The surface is made of tar so that
people can play on it during the monsoon. However, the surface is very rough,
which can damage the basketball, and any injury can scrape off your skin.

Several  camps  have  been  held  in  the  past  few years,  where  students  were
taught different skills. In recent years, such camps were conducted by Parth
Phalke, who has left school.

This term, our Mathematics teacher, EP, started a baskey camp on Feb 28 th,
2022. It ended on March 18th. Seven boys and eight girls of the sixth grade
attended the camp. The drills included defence techniques, scissors, shooting,
layups,  dribbling,  v-dribble,  high-back dribble,  low-back dribble,  hip rotation,
fake pass, and so on. The camp ended with a showcase in which we students
showed our skills to class 11 baskey players. “You people are the future players,”
says Madhav of class 12. EP feels that children act very differently in the camp
and in class. “In the camp, students want to learn more, and in classes, they just
want to sleep!” she says.

Basketball is a sport in which one gets to know the deeper meaning of teamwork
and cooperation.

Reported by Shaurya, Prithvee, and Minza

******
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Tuck Talk

What is personal tuck? At Sahyadri, there are two types of p.t.: legal and illegal.
Legal p.t. is some food item, preferably homemade, that you declare to your
houseparent, and share with others. Illegal p.t. is a food item you find tasty
that you sneak into school and keep hidden; it may be homemade or bought from
a store.

Students may bring illegal p.t. for power, for trade, to skip meals, to help calm
hunger  pangs,  or  to  remind  them of  home.  They  usually  eat  such  p.t.  when
everyone else is sleeping, or when they are alone, or on Saturday nights.

Where and how do students hide p.t.? You can hide p.t. in places which are never
touched or checked, somewhere safe, outside your dorm. Now I will  tell  you
good places. You can give it to your siblings or trustworthy seniors. You can also
hide it in cupboards, pockets, behind dorms, inside bushes, or in dirt pits. When
there’s a raid, you have to hide your p.t. more urgently. You may try hiding it
outside your dorm or passing it on to your siblings. You can also eat it up, if it’s a
small quantity, or try trading it.

Trading p.t. is really simple. Find a person who has p.t. See what you like. Then
make a good deal. There are nicknames for p.t. such as MM, Bubbly, Silk, and so
on.

Now comes an important question: Why doesn’t the school allow p.t.? It causes
food  wastage,  as  food  is  served  five  times  a  day  in  the  dining  hall.  P.t.  is
generally unhealthy junk food. It leads to conflicts, as it may be shared only
with a special  group of friends,  or it may get stolen. It also becomes a big
distraction for children, who keep hankering for tuck and trading it with others.
In small quantities, the school may have allowed it, but the average size of p.t. is
a  backpack.  Many students  bring  a  trunk  or  suitcase  full  of  it.  The  seniors
usually have the most p.t.

Now comes a famous question: How do people make Maggi? There are three
ways: the geyser, the kettle, or the dorm parent. Speaking of the dorm parents,
teachers who don’t allow p.t. are Reena akka, Mira akka, Rekha akka, and a few
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others. Those who do not track it so much are Madhuparna akka, EP akka, Alok
sir, and so on.

Reported by Aayush Kalyanpur

Note from the editor: To live with a clear conscience, it is best not to bring
illegal tuck to school. The school provides enough food.

******

In Nature’s Lap

A swift calls out to another, soaring into the sky above the calm, gentle waters
of the Bhima. The clear evening sky is full of different shades, like a painting.
The leaves sway to the tune of the wind. When you look down upon the green
paddy fields, you can see cows grazing and mooing. As the sun sets, and the
white orb appears, the hills turn on their lights. Astachal is the time of day
when the school sits in the lap of nature, at dusk.

As Amresh sir says, “Astachal is a place, a time, to be quiet, all to yourself. It is
about being aware of your thoughts and looking at the river, the mountains, the
birds, the clouds. Usually our thoughts are milling, but when we sit quietly, we
can observe things we have never observed before.”

“Astachal means watching the sunset. Our mind is thinking all day long; Astachal
calms the noise in our brain. It involves all different people: juniors, seniors, and
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teachers,” says Rekha akka, who has stayed here in Sahyadri for twenty-four
years.

“Astachal is a quiet space to calm down and reflect on yourself.  It is about
watching the beauty,” says Vandan akka. As we observe things on the outside,
our gaze travels within and we realize what is going on inside and outside.

The Principal of Scindia School in Gwalior first brought the idea of Astachal to
Rishi Valley, the oldest KFI school. When Mrs. Uma Kalyanram akka became the
first Principal at Sahyadri, she carried the idea over to Sahyadri. In the initial
years, all the students would sit outside their individual dorms. Next Astachal
was held on Old Astachal Hill. As the number of students increased and the
young trees around Old Astachal Hill grew tall and blocked the view, the school
began to hold Astachal on Python Hill.

Astachal happens every evening, on weekdays, in the Spring Term, for fifteen or
twenty minutes. Astachal doesn’t happen in the Monsoon Term because it rains
and all the rocks are slippery and wet. At first, all  the students would wear
white kurtas and pyjamas, but this is no longer expected. Some alumni still bring
along a white kurta when they come back to visit Sahyadri!

“Astachal is a quiet place to be with yourself and look around at the pretty
scenery. It is about being alone and reflecting on yourself, what you are, who
you are, and how you are,” says Pahul, a seventh grader. “Astachal has definitely
helped me. When I am alone and think of everything, Astachal helps me cope
with my problems and refreshes me. I feel like painting the scenery, but taking
paints along isn’t allowed. I just hope people understand the true meaning of
Astachal.”

“Astachal is a place to reflect, realize, and understand what is going on. It has
helped me solve a few problems, and makes me feel happy and mature. Astachal
is at a beautiful location, and it is full of life. I love it!” says Ishita, a sixth
grader.

Astachal brings me many self-realizations. It has given me some solutions to my
problems. When I sit quietly, I can relate with the smallest of things.

Reported by Mahi Mehta
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A Note on the News Report Project: 

Once the target audience and the purpose of writing news reports was clear,
students learnt to discriminate between fact and opinion, discussed news values
such as objectivity and fairness, and understood the need for a report to be
clear,  concise,  and  correct.  Having  selected  a  topic,  students  proceeded  to
brainstorm questions around their topics, supporting one another. Information
was gathered mainly through interviews, but also through documents and direct
observation.  Students  planned  interview  questions  meticulously,  helping  one
another, and learnt how to conduct a good interview. Organizing the gathered
data, students made an outline of their report, which was then written in three
drafts, following the writing process. 

******
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